
SPAM CALLING
PROTECTING YOUR DEALERSHIP FROM INBOUND AND OUTBOUND

Spam calls to the average consumer have sky-rocketed, and the same surge affects your dealership 
on both inbound and outbound calls. Use this guide to understand how spam calls impact your 
dealership and steps you can take to lessen the impact.

BEST PRACTICES TO PREVENT INBOUND SPAM:

Use a phone bridge that requires manual 
selection
A phone bridge or IVR (press 1 for service, 
press 2 for sales…) blocks robo dialers 
from connecting to the dealership.

Utilize outbound click to call to control 
the number showing to customers
Replace a number flagged as spam likely 
with a fresh 10 digit phone number in the 
outbound caller ID.

List your outbound phone numbers and 
the numbers used for outbound caller 
IDs on ListYourself.net
Services like ListYourself are designed 
to help legitimize your numbers in the 
eyes of phone carriers. We’ve seen early 
success with dealerships “white-listing” 
their numbers this way. 

Ensure your phone bridge has a kill call 
contingency
Your phone bridge should disconnect callers 
that don’t make a selection after a certain 
amount of time to avoid spam calls looping 
in the system for hours (a costly issue). 
*Note: We set up most phone bridges to disconnect after the 
greeting plays three full times without a valid selection.  

BEST PRACTICES TO AVOID BEING FLAGGED AS SPAM:

Contact Car Wars for an in-depth account review by visiting carwars.com/cw/contact-us/ or giving us a call at 833-578-0086.

All of your dealership numbers are fair game for 
spam callers, from the local number you’ve owned 
for 30 years to the toll-free tracking numbers on your 
website and provided by call tracking companies. 
They can be included in massive banks of numbers 
spam dialers take advantage of. These calls can chew 
up your lines and waste employees’ time.

INBOUND SPAM CALLS
Phone carrier and phone manufacturer efforts to 
combat spam calls to consumers can negatively 
impact the well-intentioned outbound calls from 
your Sales team. Often, your efforts to pursue 
prospects or follow up with existing customers 
can trigger a spam likely message on customers’ 
phones.

OUTBOUND SPAM CALLS

http://www.carwars.com/cw/contact-us/

